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Introduction 

Before entérine the discussion of channels and institutions which could 
be used to  influence and direct industrial  developr.eut in the least developed 
countries of Africa,  I believe it necessary to plac   the subject in the context 
of the present status ana role of the industrial sector in these countries. 
Excluding mining, this sector represents only a very snail proportion of the 
whole eccnony.     Compared to agriculture,   it:--  contribution to GDP and employment 
generation is small in rast African countries. 

Industrial growth rates have varied widely from country to country but 
bave seldom been very high over prolonged periods of tine.    As the urbanization 
process in African countries is in its early stages, demand for industrial prod- 
ucts •> which originates r.ore from urban than rural populations - has remained 
relatively  low.     Education levels in many of these countries are still fairly 
low, arid this also affects the demand for industrial goods and the pool of supply 
of skilled manpower (workers, techniciens,  accountants, engineers and managers) 
to develop and implement industrial projects.     Finally,  if such projects are 
developed,  it is often necessary to rely en foreign managerial and technical as- 
sistance, which tends to be expensive if net  funded by international donors in 
the form of grants, 

The problem of promoting and developing the industrial sector in these 
countries is thus really quite complex and offers a difficult challenge.    This 
is particularly so as the experience of other countries  is   often not appropriate 
to the least developed African countries.     Given the special circumstances of 
these countries and their economies,  country-specific solutions probably have 
to be found which deal with the individua^ limitations and constraints to industrial 
development, and exploit favourable factors and characteristics favorable to in- 
dustrialization. 

In these circumstances,  the choice of industries to promote is an important 
problem and needs careful consideration.    Although this question is not the subject 
of thiE paper,  it is necessary to have at least a rough idea of the direction in 
which the industrial development effort mi?ht go in order to define what kind of 
institutions might be appropriate to promote,  implement and direct the industrial 
development effort in the least developed countries of Africa. 

1/    The views expressed are those of Mr. Nouvel personally and do not necessarily 
refl*i»l +.>i*»  nff ir»-¡«l   TM>1 IVV n? +v«  nam reflect the official policy of the IBRD. 
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The moBt difficult problem in making industrial investment decisions in 
•oit of these courtries ìB the limited si e of the market fT most industrial 
products.      In moet countrieo totr.l population ìB srsl], th- share of urban as 
compared to rural population is iairly low, rarely more than 10%.    Since demand 
for industrial products is usually much higher in urban than in rural areas, thiB 
situation by itself limits demand.    In addition thic ìB compounded by generally 
low levels of monetary income, both in urban and rural areas, where large parto 
of the population still live outside the monetary sector of the economy, and by 
the fact that distribution of industrial producta is frequently hwnpcred by high 
transport costs, inadequacy of distribution systems and/or excessive mark-ups by 
Merchants.    Consequently, low demand leads to problems since in many industries 
the existing or forecast domestic demand does not Justify the construction of a 
plant of minimum economic size, as production unit coBts tend to rise quickly 
with declining sizes of production units and consequently lead to higher prices 
which may take the product out of reach for moBt potential consumers. 

One possible way to overcome the limitations of market size would be for 
several countries to Join markets for industrial products to permit the establish- 
ment of plant s of a reasonably economic size.    This regional approach to industrial 
development is fully recognized by a number of countries but unfortunately attempts 
to establish plants to serve regional markets have not been very successful thus 
far, except in a rather limited number of caces. 

Barring the regional approach, one logical solution to solve the problem 
caused by low domestic demand seems to search for products which meet the needs 
of the population, can be manufactured at a relatively low cost and sold at a 
price which can be afforded by the majority of the population.   At first sight 
this may seem a set of ideal conditions that cannot be met.    However, some pos- 
sibilities do indeed exist, because there are already some simple industrial 
products widely used by the population of most African countries.    For instance, 
clothing, many household furnishings and    Pensila, and bulling materials, can 
be produced locally as well as simple toois and :?-!pl raient s.    Particularly in 
agriculture such tools and implements could replace traditional products and 
might initially be produced by artisans, which could be assisted by a program 
of technical and financial assistance specifically geared to develop inexpensive 
and simple ways to improve art i Ban technique^ of production, introduce new materials 
and final productB and thus contribute to meeting the needs of a great part of the 
rural population. 

In the longer term this development might lead to a widely scattered pattern 
of small industrial or semi-industrial enterprises which would progressively emerge 
throughout the country.    Such development would be advantageous because it would 
create employment at a fairly low cost and would also help to develop over time a 
class of entrepreneurs which could eventually promote and manage larger enterprises 
or become involved in other activities in the modern sector.    Finally, the existence 
of a reasonably large number of small industrial enterprises may provide the basis 
for interesting backward linkages to new industries at a later point in time. 

Apart from relying only on the domestic market, there exist - at least 
theoretically - the possibility of starting industries which serve both the do- 
mestic and export market in order to exploit the economies of scale, if any. 
for the least developed countries in Africa this is indeed a fairly theoretical 
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possibility for modern industries except where it involves processing of domestic 
raw materials which, with the exception of minerals, means agro-based enterprises. 
('Hiere could aleo he some potential to develop modern industries explicitly export- 
oriented that woul.A use labor intensive technologies to prot ¿ce low skill products, 
taking advantage of the low level of wages  in the least developed countries.)    In 
the agroindustria!  subsector there indeed exint many possibilities for industrial 
developrert based en both domestic and export markets, but the potential is bur- 
dened with a problen. that cftrn prevents efficient solutions:  the conflict  in 
pricing policies arising from the desire  (and often the political need) to keep 
prices lew for domestic consumption while permitting the enterprise to make enough 
profits to keep its plant and production process sufficiently modern to compete 
in export markets.    'Uhi-, conflict often spills over into the institutions that 
are supposed to support the subsector financially. 

Institutional Framework 

Industrial development in our days very rarely takes place spontaneously. 
Usually, a host of institutions are involved in promoting, encouraging, directing, 
helping industrial development - end sometimes impeding it. Basically, the insti- 
tutions involved can be subdivided into three functional groups - which are not 
necessarily synonymous v:tn groupings by level of authority and control - as follows: 

(i)    macroeconomi - planning and control 

(ii)    financial institutions 

(iii)    technical assistance 

(i)    Macroeconomic: Planning and Control 

In most countries macroeconomic aspects of industrial development are 
considered by government ministries in vie" of the overall constraints and pos- 
sibilities of the « conomy. While this is certainly a necessity in our complex, 
modern world it seems that all too often the people responsible for formulating 
the broad framework of industrial policies - whether nationals or foreign experts - 
have been educated in or influenced by countries where industrial development took 
place long ago under circumstances which were quite different from Africa today 
and consequently their views on industrial  development problems tend to be tinted 
by a preference for macroeconomic approaches resulting in models which are of little 
relevance to the situation of the particular African country.    As a result, the 
functional distribution of tasks outlined above is frequently not seen as such 
and is replaced by the desire for a controlling influence in order to assure a 
methodologically "pure" execution of macroeconomic policies at the lower levels. 

The remarks are not made to imply that the government should be kept out 
of decisions concerning industrial development.    On the contrary, it is the natural 
prerogative of governments in any country to expect that decisions by subordinated 
institutions will be taken with due respect to the respective national goals, ob- 
jectives and policies of the country in question.    This means, even in a market 
oriented economy, that the government should have - at least through the Central 
Bank - means to substantially influence those decisions taken   at the lower level 

u  



thi.t would impair the generul policy objectiver of the; country.    Yet there 
r-raiiins a:i area of freeckr.i tutsidt   thrse  *un<'lar.ci-.tal  icsu'-r that the  subordinated 
institutions bad:,  need  if they are to  fulfill their developmental  function on the 
nicroeconoinic level  in   ¡. reasonable voy.    This is an important and very difficult 
uilemma ù. industrial oevflopir.ent politics  in developing countries,  particularly 
:'n the early statte of -uoh ti-vclcpnci." .    Whatever the ryr.ter.,  it is important 
thnt whenever investr.rnt decision:; tre  r.fj'.í.ri for political reasons irrespective 
of their economic merits, and "irar.cipl viability,  it te fully recognised and 
the respective res^cM-ii iLitie: cf th    d-v-'sion making tnd the implementation 
agency well  defined. 

(i i)    Finare ial Insti tutlens 

Sources for financing industrial development are very numerous.    The 
government might provide funds directly,  seme institutional or multi-lateral 
donors might vish to finance directly or indirectly an industrial project or 
a*> industrial estate  in a given area or subsector.    There are also direct flows 
of public and private capital through loans, equity investments or suppliers' 
credit.    Moreover,  in cost  countries specific institutions have teen created to 
provide equity and terra finance to medium and large size.projects, and also - 
sometimes - to small-scale enterprises.    Finally,  commercial banks might also 
be active in providing term funds  for industrial development.    This complex of 
institutions financing industrial  development clearly requires a central body - 
usually the Central  Benk or the Ministry of Finance - to monitor the role of 
e\ch of these institutions in industrial  development financing, and exercise 
seme regulatory function.    There is also t. need to coordinate the various actions 
of external donors vhich previde assistance to industrial development, since 
sometimes their goals and objectives might differ or not be totally acceptable 
to the government. 

The quest-'on arises, thus, bow me y institutions ar   really needed in 
r.ny particular country to provide industrial  finance pnd ev.:n whether it is 
••ofthwhile to establish soecific institutions to deal only with industrial 
investment financing.    This is a very important question, because in many countries 
the need and justification for a number of institutions, each dealing with a par- 
ticular sector or category or aise of borrower is questionable, if only on the 
basis of the shortage of highly qualified human resources in the country.    In 
many cases,  it right be tetter to establish a multi-purpose development bank 
which would not only provide term funds to industri' tut assist other sectors 
such ES agriculture,  services and housing.    Very often, the potential volume of 
business in the industrial sector alone would not justify the establishment of 
on institution catering rpecifically for financing industrial investments alone. 
Hevertheless, there are rany countries with such institutional proliferation    and 
it is often difficult for the government to estimate how costly such proliferation 
of institutions is in terms of a draw down on the country's scarce human resources. 

The framework of financial institutions catering to the needs of industry ^ 
is usually.geared towards medium end large site enterprises, leaving a large section 
of the economy uncovered by financial system, viz. the lower end of the enterprise 
size range.    This means that ways and means of catering to the needs of small 
industries, artisans and the informal sector have to be explored and then implemented. 
Ibis is a field which requires a lot of imagination and sensitivity to the reality 
of the problems in any given country, because circumstances vary so widely fron 
country to country. 

u 
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Up to now mofît of the financial institutions established in a country 
to provide term finance to industrial development huvc been issociated directly 
or indirectly with commercial banks to prc/ide working capii^.1 financing. Given 
the scarcity of foreign exchanße in many countries and the dependence of many 
induetrieB on imported inputo, there ir. some need to think about a closer and 
more efficient linkage between inßtitutioriB specializing in short term financing 
of working capital and institutions dealing with long term financing requirements 
for industrial projects. 

• There are many other issues related to financing of industrial development. 
What tenuti and conditions should be charged for loans made to industrial projects? 
The interest rate question, the question of who would charge or pay the foreign 
exchange risk on external funding, are usual problems which can become quite 
difficult since on these questions economic theory is often ambiguous and divergent 
from political and practical realities. Discussions can touch on very sensitive 
policy issues. Few would question for instance the desirability of industrial 
entrepreneurs paying an interest rate which is positive in reftl terms. This 
however often raisecthe question of the whole interest rate structure in the 
country and the possible role interest rates could play as resource mobilizer 
and allocator in poor countries when a substantial part of the economy is non 
monetized. Certainly, in some countries and in particular cases, it may be 
Justified to subsidize entrepreneurs during the start-up period. Another question 
that has been very much debated is whether it is better to have publicly controlled 
(or owned) developmer.t banks or to have them directed by - perhaps disinterested 
and hence objective - foreign sponsors or have a combination of public and private 
interests. There is no Bimple answer to these questions. In view of the scope 
and complexity of all these issueB, there is a need for government involvement 
in and overall control of the use of funds for industrial investment programs 
and projects, so that they fit with national economic objectives and policies. 

Whatever t1 e institutions involved and whatever thr Jinks between them, 
it is necessary to coordinate their deci nions with the national goals and objectives. 
In that sense the important thing is to design the charters, policy statements, etc. 
in ouch way that they provide both a basis for decision making basiB that takes 
into account national goals and objectives and provides for the progressive build-up 
of the institution into a financially sound and creditworthy entity. Sometimes, 
these objectives are not easily reconciled because any institution might - under 
government's pressure - invest in projects that would make sense only for social 
or political reasons while on purely economic or financial grounds these invest- 
ments might not be as economic as one would hope. 

Whereas the financial aosißtance to medium and large scale enterprises 
is usually given by institutions that are well established and for which rules 
of conduct have been well developed through hißtory and experience, the experience 
of institutions dealing with small industry and other small entrepreneurs have 
not yet been extensive enough to pass any Judgement on their effectiveness. Some 
questions might be aBked about the best ways and means to establish such sort 
of institutions. Three considerations have to be taken into account: first, 
these institutions have to be very close to the customer in order to be able to 
meet his needs efficiently, adequately and quickly. Second, the procedures of 
these institutions have to be very simple, and particularly those of the insti- 
tutions which provide the funding of these activities. Third, the entrepreneur 
or the 6mall enterprise needr, access to a number of support services in fields 
like management, accounting, marketing, technology, etc. Whether those services 



hav*;  vi be provided L;; tht   financial institutions or by other specialized type 
of institut ior s 3   is a mat'er of debate.    Pro/id ir g technical and financial 
asaittance thcovf^i. the TB-TC institu ._or  har   it« merit.r in temp of facilitating 
both tne cuore i ".i 4 ion of tir-' variour, ser' ;ces    find <î  speed-   reaction of the 
ÍMÍít:lti«tic.ii invai -ed to the particular n». ;dr ^•f +*<   sr •<] '  t aterprisf*.    However, 
it also has ¿tr. drawbacks, the main cne possibly being that the institution might 
tend to beeomt  ¿orinai-?d infernally ty one of  -he two nain departments.     Indeed, 
it might either be  dominated '-y th.?  financial ôc-par4 ncn    and tous may not be ready 
to finance tni.erpri&es viich are rii.ky or,  if the technical assistance department 
do&inates, vili be making decisioni,   in F r:ore generous manner than any financial 
institi)' ion so1'.Id a-Tordi.i,  v-.-flectiLt ^h-j confi i.*t  between disciplinary and as- 
sistential functions that arise when they are combined in one institution.    There 
ir  another disadvantage to •technical and finar.ciei assistance through a single 
institution,  nace]y the tendency of the involved institution to favor the projects 
it r-rcmotes or develops in vts prevision of technical services.    As a result, 
other projects financed by other institutions or agencies will not receive the 
attention they reserve.    Finally,  it is clear that the choice of whether technical 
extension services have to be rendered by the financial institution or not will 
h-ive to b» adequately reflected in the type of financial structure and resources 
which vili have to be proposed for the institution. 

(iii)    Technical Assistance 

Providing financial assistance for a project that has been analysed and 
found viable on economic,  financial and commercial grounds is a fairly easy 
procedure - a good project can usually get financing,  if presented properly. 
However, if the technical side of the project is complicated, the economic and 
fii.encial potential can be in Jeopardy, unless technical assistance is provided. 
In irany cases it will be th« foreign sponsor who provides such assistance but 
this can become an expensive service.    In other cases, given the scarcity of 
local consultancy services it may be necessary to employ foreign technicians, 
r.'hich again raises the question of cost. 

The heart of the problem is the fact t>** "W.-i t'llent can be trained 
relatively quickly for Jobs like financial and economic appraisal   of projects 
while engineering capability and experience is much harder to come by.    It is 
rare tc find e loetJ   engineer in a financing institution and it would be even 
more difficult to staff on institution with sufficient local talent to provide 
technical assistance to all younger Manufacturing establishments that need it. 
This is nai.ily due  ti  Ac faiir. tir. t technically talenced people would tend to 
CO into private business themselves in LDCs.    On the other hand, foreign technical 
erepcrts arc quite expensive.    It is in this branch of foreign assistance that 
programs are often highly unrealistic Lecause there is no way in which the proposed 
technical assistance institutions could be staffed at reasonable cost with good 
people, the "opportunity cost" for good technical people being too high. 

1/    This seems to hove some relation with the widely accepted theory that whereas 
subsidizing technical assistance may be acceptable, subsidizing financial 
assistance is not Justified. 
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This  it eve i» nere true,   if the. expectations  about  technical assistance 
are further reif.ee to not onlj   Trcvjdir.g technical  aus: i .'tarce abor.l currently 
uncd machinery and   -qui ¡rent.,  l.ut is eypec   d to Includt  the    ontrol of tech- 
nology transfert, ar.fl  the deve • •• T ":•: r;-*. •••••/ -n   •"• p;*' r%,*'ia1..-.   *-.e<*y.-.rr\i.egy   ffir the country 
in question.    Keconarcndetionr;  abovt  rucb action are often rade without proper 
ícr.f.iüeraticir. <^f the coct/be.iCfi'.  relation«,  involved,     Vhile machinery and  equij:- 
zaent offerees by developed countries often Sas a groai er edacity than needed  in 
the   developing country,  the eo."t  oi  dcvc.10L.in/:,   1er.i faring and custom building a 
machine  with lower capacity isay  well  te nue!;  larger than the cout of buying and 
running t>  r>tand?.rd n.r...¡:ine  ot f 0-; :.''í of capacity.     (The recourue to obsolete or 
cecond-har.d nuchincry iray aire le eonr:dered  although  few entrepreneurs seen to 
be  villi rig to do so for a number o:' re",;; one,   in particular the  lack of repair 
       » Tl      _-....    v..    _ _.        •  ..     J.            _-       1 .1     .»   ...I :__i      l_1 J '; er** i ct?£. It nay a', KO be more economa: to use scarce local technical talent 
vor  running industrial pi r.ts rather than to ut:e then to develop, design and 
have machinery with appropriât.e capacity built for use in developing countries. 
i:v.:onei:».?'.es of scale suggest that such a policy might be more contly in practice 
than it lookr. it: theoretical calcul atiene. People advocating labor intensive 
technology in manufacturing tend to overlook the fact that in least developed 
eountri.cn, industry generally '.ortributer relatively little to solving the 
unemployment probier: since its errloyrcnt creation effect is small . Probably 
the proper field for labor intenrive technology to create a large employment 
effect is more in construction (especially highways) and transport, than in 
inuuntry. Transferring industrial technology is already difficult and developing 
cui tabic labor intensive technologies r.t rel.-it ively substantial expense would 
result in absorbing only a small additional amount, of labor. 

The above obf'Tvr.tior.f relate to medium and large scale enterprir.ee. Ac 
pointed out before, in rrt.ny least developed African countries?, it might be pref- 
erable to try and develop some industries in the artisan ¡rector that could cater 
to the bacie functions and needs of the no¿ority of the population. There it 
is conceivable that appropriate technology might be useful to develop simple 
techniques which ce ûd at low cost produce oire goods that ct Id be both usable 
and affordable by a large proportion of -hr population. To do this, probably, 
a combination of a research institute having both local people avare of the needs, 
traditions and customs of the population, -ind of highly versatile engineers/experts 
could possibly develop such techniques, ü'ueh institute do net seen to exist in 
the majority of countries for various reasons : ycu Blight have very qualified engineers, 
but they might not be sufficiently avtre rf th<--- iocel environnent, you might have 
people highly specialized ano motivated lo a subject but they might be absorbed 
by their "research" more than by the practicability of the results. It is in thi3 
field that theoretical, and applied research could pay off in order to meet the needs 
of the majority of the population in the leutrt developed African countries. 
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